
SAGE Video streaming collections are developed in partnership with leading academics, societies, and 
practitioners, to deliver cutting-edge research-oriented video within the social sciences.

Each collection includes a breadth of video types and lengths to support users such as case studies, 
tutorials, interviews with leading researchers, documentaries, footage of real-life professional contexts, 
quick reference definitions, and more.

Psychology

The Psychology collection brings the field to life via 
documentaries, historical footage and the accounts of real 
practitioners and real clients. Academic dimensions of the 
discipline are made accessible through a variety of different 
content types that will help users instruct, learn, think deeply, 
and become even more curious! 
Watch original tutorials (many from SAGE’s leading textbook 
authors), see professional psychologists in action, or venture 
back to the field’s beginnings via footage of John B. Watson, 
Muzafer Sherif’s and other early pioneers. This collection has 
a great variety of content for all end users.

More than 130 hours and 420 videos on these topics:
• Psychology of Aging/Gerontology
• General and Applied Psychology
• Biological/Physiological Psychology
• Clinical/Abnormal Psychology
• Cognitive Psychology
• Lifespan and Developmental Psychology
• Personality and Individual Differences
• Conceptual and Historical Issues in Psychology
• Research Methods and Data Analysis in Psychology
• Social Psychology

View the title list and access the collection at
sk.sagepub.com/video/psychology

• Counseling Research Methods
• Counseling Setting/Client Groups
• Theory and Approaches
• Counseling Skills
• Professional Issues

View the title list and access the collection at
sk.sagepub.com/video/counseling-psychotherapy

Counseling & 
Psychotherapy
The Counseling & Psychotherapy collection draws on a vast 
and international network of SAGE’s own authors and editors. 
Material includes more than 20 hours of “how-to” tutorials 
across the discipline, from CBT to gestalt therapy, and from 
psychodynamic to existential counseling, plus more than 60 
hours of “In Practice” films and multiple interviews with leading 
academics discussing research in the field. As much as 69% 
of the content in this collection is exclusive to SAGE. 

In addition, discover authoritative licensed content, including 
films from CPCAB (Counselling and Psychotherapy Central 
Awarding Body) and the University of South Wales, providing 
instructional-style tutorials, observational footage, panel 
discussions between academic experts, and documentaries.

More than 130 hours and 420 videos on these topics:

sk.sagepub.com/video/counseling-psychotherapy
sk.sagepub.com/video/psychology
https://www.va.gov/library/



